“DON’T BAN EQUALITY”: A VICIOUS ASSAULT ON LIFE CORPORATE SIGNERS OF THE PRO-ABORTION STATEMENT

The following is the text of the Don’t Ban Equality statement signed by the leadership of hundreds of corporations.

Life Decisions International is currently engaged in extensive research of every corporation listed below. For example, do any of these corporations have a parent that can intervene and possibly overrule the signatory? As you can imagine, this is time-consuming and tedious work, but we want to provide all important information. Besides, who better to do such research than an organization that has been doing that kind of work for more than a quarter century?

We will also publish a statement on the document that will provide what we believe will be important talking points. We will point out now that the list of signatories primarily consists of small, local business owners. Its impact seems large when Don’t Ban Equality points to the number of corporations listed. But after a closer look, it becomes clear that with a handful of exceptions, the list consists of small businesses the owners of which cling to a rabidly pro-abortion philosophy. In other words, there is no reason to feel intimidated or anxious.

While these tasks will further delay our other projects, it is important we take advantage of the current political climate.

This list of signatories changes frequently. Consequently, we will do the same by providing regular updates.

The comprehensive version of this update includes information about several companies. All are posted as endnotes.

Note: We have reorganized the original document to list the corporations alphabetically. Companies of any noteworthiness are in italic type.
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Don't Ban Equality
It's time for companies to stand up for reproductive healthcare

Equality in the workplace is one of the most important business issues of our time. When everyone is empowered to succeed, our companies, our communities and our economy are better for it.

Restricting access to comprehensive reproductive care, including abortion, threatens the health, independence and economic stability of our employees and customers. Simply put, it goes against our values and is bad for business. It impairs our ability to build diverse and inclusive workforce pipelines, recruit top talent across the states, and protect the well-being of all the people who keep our businesses thriving day in and out.

The future of gender equality hangs in the balance, putting our families, communities, businesses and the economy at risk.

We, the undersigned, represent more than 108,000 workers and stand against policies that hinder people’s health, independence and ability to fully succeed in the workplace. Complete list of signers below.
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ADAY
AGENCY672 Inc.
Agents of Change Partners
Alder New York
Amalgamated Bank
AMORELIE
Andrena
Animoto
Ariel Gordon Jewelry
Arrow Event Management
Artemis Strategies
Asana Inc.
Aspiration
Atlantic Records (see also Warner Music Group)
atlasGO
Auger-Dominguez Ventures
Aunt Flow
Away

Backstage Capital
Balloon
Bantam Tools
Barry's Bootcamp
BaubleBar
BeautifulNow
BeautyLynk
Becca PR
Beefcake Swimwear
Ben & Jerry’s Homemade Inc.
Beneficial State Bank
BerlinRosen
Bert’s Bites
Betterment
Bhakti Inc.
Bijou Catering
Birchbox
Blavity
BlockWorks Group
Bloomberg LP
Bluebird Acupuncture
BlueJeans Network
Blume
The Body Shop US
Bobot & Riles PC
Bolt Threads
Brand Knew
Brightland
Brooklyn Bicycle Co.
Bully Pulpit Interactive
Burns Group
C.H. Briggs Company
Carlson & Carlson Inc.
The Case For Her
Catbird
Center for Supply Chain Excellence at Saint Louis University
Certifiably
Change Catalyst
Chef Stephanie
ChowNow
Cinq à Sept (see also LIKELY)
Clare V.
Clark
CLC Advisors LLC
ClearHealthCosts
CleaverCo
Clifton Dry
Colibri Digital Marketing
Company
Cora
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CREDO Mobile
The Cru
Culture Creators
The Cut
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Datanomy
Dazey LA
Dermalogica Professional Skincare
Designer Revival
Diana Kane
Dig Inn
Dipsea
DÔEN
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e2PR, Strategic Communications
DRG Search
dscout
DVF
Eileen Fisher Inc.
Endeavor
Ends+Stems
EVA8
Everlane
Fatherly
Fathom
Female Founders Fund
The Femedic
Fenton
FIGS
Food52
FoodtoEat
FORS architecture+interiors
Full Circle Brands
Fur
Gabriela Hearst
Geben Communications
General Assembly
GIAPENTA
Glitch
Global Gaming Initiative (see also Jukko)
Glossier
Godfrey Dadich Partners
GoFundMe
goodstory films
Gotham Gal
GRAYSON
Green Retirement Inc.
Grey Horse Communications
Gyrate Media
H&M
HackerOne
Hanky Panky Ltd.
Harper+Scott
Harrington Investments Inc.
HATCH
Heartbeat
Heather Taylor Home
Hello Alfred
The Helm
Help Scout
HigherRing White-Glove Customer Service
hims & hers
Law Offices of Traci M. Hinden
Hint Inc.
Homeboy Electronics Recycling
Hot Spoon Preserves
Houseparty
Hugo
Iconery
IDEO
iFundWomen
Ike Robotics
Imperfect Produce
Indigo
Ingleneook Marketplace
inkbox
Inspiring Capital
Intersection
J.P. Licks
Jayaram Law
Josie Maran Cosmetics
Juggernaut
Juicebox
Jukko (see also Global Gaming Initiative)
Kabbage
Keds
Kenneth Cole Productions
Kill Rock Stars
Kmc Brand Innovation, LLC
Kona Natural Soap Co LLC
La LOOP
Ladies Get Paid
LaRue PR LLC
Lately
Le Tote
The Lede Company
Lesbians Who Tech
Lex Machina
Life House Hotels
likeable
LIKELY (see also Cinq à Sept)
LimeRed
Lingua Franca
LIVARI
Lola.com
LOOM
Loop & Tie
Lora DiCarlo
Lorals
LOROD
Lumi
Luminary
Lush Fresh Handmade Cosmetics
M.M. LaFleur
M·A·C Cosmetics
MakeLoveNotPorn
Mangrove Web Development
Mansur Gavriel
Mara Hoffman
MASSE
Maven Communications
Maveron
McPherson Strategies
Melanin.Tech
Meltons Home Improvements
Metropolitan Group
MilkCrate
MilkRun Inc.
Milo
Misha & Puff
The Mission List (see also Women Online)
Mos.com
Moxie Communications Group
The Muse
Naadam
Narrative Food
Nathalie Molina Niño LLC
Natural Cycles
NEEV
New York Media
Nia Impact Capital
Nimble Works
NOAH
O’Brien Garrett
Obedient
Okta
One For Women
OUAI
Outdoor Voices
The Outrage
Overtime
Paladin
Pals Socks
Parachute
PepTalkHer
Picture Motion
Plum Alley Investments
Policygenius
POPSUGAR
Portfolio
Portland General Electric
Postmates
PR Consulting
PresentVoices
PRIMA
Private Packs
Prounis Jewelry
Pure Batch
Quintessentially
R2C Group
RAD
rag & bone
Rebecca Minkoff LLC
Rebelle Media
Rebellious PR & Consulting
RECLINER
Redbooth
Reddit Inc.
RedPeak
Refinery29
Remote Harbor
Repairgen Corporation
Richer Poorer
The Rising Tides
The Riveter
ROAM
RockPaperRobot
ROOK NYC
RoundPeg Benefit LLC
Rubenstein
RVisions Medical Staffing
Saint Louis University (see Center for Supply Chain Excellence)
Sawyer
Schwartz Sladkus Reich Greenberg Atlas LLP
The Second Shift
Seed Systems
Seventh Generation
Shifting Patterns Consulting
Shimmy Technologies Inc.
Shoppable.com
Shrill Society
Simply Pleasure
Simply Framed
skinSALVATION
Slack Technologies Inc.
Smash Strategies
Soleil D’or Spray Tanning
Soma Massage Therapy
Spanish Fly Media
Sophie Theallet
SPARK Solutions for Growth
Spread Catering Co.
Square Inc.
The Standard
STATE Bags
Storcom Inc.
Street Investors Exchange
Sunshine Sachs
Superfit Hero
Sustain
Sustainable Pacific
SVILU
Swift
Synoptek
TAfi
Take Root Therapy
Tammy Gordon
tdg | marketing & public [sic] relations
Teads
Telzio
TGW Studio
Thinkshift Communications
THINX
Threads 4 Thought
Tia
Timehop
Tinder
TMWRK Management
TomboyX
Trillium Asset Management
Triyo
Unbound
Union Station
United Talent Agency
Unity Technologies
Universal Standard
UserTesting Inc.
ustwo
VenueBook
Verified Strategy
Verrah
Victor Glemaud
VIDA
VIOLET GREY
Virtue Labs
Visit.Org Inc.
Vista Global Coaching & Consulting
VOZ
WaitWhat
Wander Broth LLC
Warby Parker
Warner Music Group (see also Atlantic Records)
We Dream in Color
Werk
West
Western Rise
WhyWhisper Collective
WILDFANG
The Wing
wiseHer
Wistia
Women Online (see also The Mission List)
Womenkind
Worn
Yelp
Yulu PR
zenbelly LLC
Zendesk
Zoom Video Communications Inc.